Mission San Juan De Capistrano
Berg's Mill-Graf Road
Berg's Mill Community
San Antonio
Bexar County
Texas

Addendum to:
Mission San Juan De Capistrano
San Antonio
Texas
(as originally recorded)

Jet Lowe, photographer   Summer, 1983

Photoc TX-321-1 thru TX-321-17 were transmitted to the Library in the 1930s.
All photos below were taken in the Summer of 1983 by John Lowe.

GENERAL VIEWS:

TX-321-18  VIEW NORTH FROM OUTSIDE WALLS AT SOUTHEAST CORNER OF COMPLEX
TX-321-19  VIEW EAST THROUGH TREES OF SOUTHWEST CORNER OF COMPLEX
            DUPLICATING HISTORICAL SHOT DONE BY HABS IN THE 1930s
TX-321-20  VIEW OF MISSION TO NORTH, WITH SOUTH WALL IN FOREGROUND
TX-321-21  VIEW WEST, FROM ACROSS COMPOUND
TX-321-22  ENTRANCE FACADE THROUGH WINDOW OF OLD MISSION QUARTERS, LOOKING WEST
TX-321-23  SCALLOPED DOORWAY OF OLD BAPTISTERY, LOOKING SOUTHWEST
TX-321-24  RUINS
TX-321-25  MAIN ENTRANCE TO COMPLEX, SOUTHWEST CORNER
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ADDENDUM TO
MISSION SAN JUAN DE CAPISTRANO
(San Juan Mission)
Berg's Mill-Graf Road,
Berg's Mill Community
San Antonio
Bexar County
Texas

TX-321-1 through TX-321-25 were previously transmitted to the Library of Congress.

INDEX TO COLOR TRANSPARENCIES

All color xeroxes were made from a duplicate color transparency.

Jet Lowe, Photographer, 1983.

TX-321-26 (CT) MAIN ENTRANCE TO COMPLEX, SOUTHWEST CORNER